
Hey, Jim, 	 6/27/76 

ehat that eminent practitioner of the Now lark legal, art calla a cranky, freaked.. 
out old eaa sure as hell isn't pooper out. It is 11 a.m. and I'maheittto take a break and 
skie the paper before Schweiker Floes the Nation. I have by now taken a walk, not as 
loan; as ausual, and - sit down please- e y-  

Written a draft of 20 pagos, perhaps 0,000 woeds, on why ltd e's tea irony should 
be preserved by the deposition you requested after the evidentiary hearing. 

I have departed from what we discussed by exceeding it. I think that by which I 
go farthur should he in the record and is strong  pressure =Baas while aeving him a 
saving or his own, selfebesmirehed face. 

While I was writing the 14 pages of the draft, alas again off the top of the head. 
I thought .of osdasions that are six acre pages. 

Part of this is an accipeditattou of n  expertise. I have no objeotioa to your 
cutting out that if you first thing about it and its overtones and implications. 

Part is a first.ppersoa account of entaishing by but but United to the two, not, 
three. Publishers in question, Doebledeel Dell and Bantam. If you want to attadh the 
cable I have on the Castillo/Spook boat I killed I'll be able to do it with some masking. 
%hat Was a Bantam deal. 

Once I got to working I thought of visit I believe is relevant that we did not 
disease. I th,dele in tote it is one hell of a load on INeWeine 5010, roara. the prosecution 
and cheesed in a manner to protect bit &bee 

I want you to co eider makeng some sacrifiees ia literary perfection is this case 
and to shift the balande if you are not positive you have to out. We should WO this 
affidavit for every conceivable purpose that is not inapprepriate, but just jpatifying 
deeesteta 

 
depocing Nei* now. 

While it is absolutely factual and first-pereoa, as you will see, it it is S1S0 
palitical and we now need this political emphaais eVen if at 40 point is it explicit. 

I strongly encourage you first to read it, if you desire making notes a d CarrOetiCOS 
as you de; and thsa if you want to reorder, do it by. Cutting it up eta pasting it 
together thau than by an initial rewrite. Atter you have done this 4 am await will take 
=eh less time for vomiting. 

I ale° believe teat if you do this instead of beginning with a rewrite, you will 
not only save much time but may come to see what you say not if you have an initial 
rewrite and your customary high literary stadards in mins. Forget the literary where it 
mews time in this case. Veep not have the time and we do need the content. 

!his is a need and a time for which I'd like you, this time, to try it the ear 
I suggest with content and meaning of content and conservation of the time we really do 
net have as your primary consideretionm. 

I need a respite, want to let it cool a little before I rear it and despite the 
heat also want to get more mcweag done. This will probably mean that I can't read or at 
least complete reading it today and mae not by tomorrow's mail, in which this will be 
and will alert you id the draft is not with it. 

I will be including no gttachments. If you want thee I will provide them. Xven, 
I think, the Becks in Print lisfing of me as a publisher. ao, what I have is the ad. 
You'd want the textual listingthat ma be made at the library but I do not have. 

I Consulted only those temkia records I have. Not even lieie's letta• to me. If 
you think it is nacossarY, you have it can can meek it as an exhibit before eoPeinge 
I can dig out the Blair Times review and ad, I think, unless they are filed with the 
original of F-U. 

Hy knowledge of Hale and tee Mamie Stober deal comes from the old friend whose 
arrangement for that movie 4eie himself ruined by ego, by a fake rewrite of an un- 
acceptable script what wee almost identical. with the unacceptable one. 

I've w:)rmed the spook stuff in on purposes and think it is relevant. It can be 
expanded to include part of what is in the draft of my letter to liaso, 

Beet, 


